Performance of TiO2-based materials is highly dependent on the electronic structure and local defect configurations. Hence, a thorough understanding of defects interaction plays a key role. In this study we report on the results from emission 57 Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy experiments, using dilute 57 Mn implantation into pristine (TiO2) and hydrogenated anatase held at temperatures between 300-700 K. Results of the electronic structure and local environment are complemented with ab-initio calculations. Upon implantation both Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ are observed in pristine anatase, where the latter demonstrates the spin-lattice relaxation. The spectra obtained for hydrogenated anatase show no Fe 3+ contribution, suggesting that hydrogen acts as a donor. Due to the low threshold, hydrogen diffuses out of the lattice. Thus showing a dynamic behaviour on the time scale of the 57 Fe 14.4 keV state. The surrounding oxygen vacancies favor the high-spin Fe 2+ state. The sample treated at room temperature shows two distinct processes of hydrogen motion. The motion commences with the interstitial hydrogen, followed by switching to the covalently bound state. Hydrogen out-diffusion is hindered by bulk defects, which could cause both processes to overlap. Supplementary UV-Vis and electrical conductivity measurements show an improved electrical conductivity and higher optical absorption after the hydrogenation. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy at room temperature reveals that the sample hydrogenated at 573 K shows presence of both Ti 3+ and Ti 2+ states. This could imply that a significant amount of oxygen vacancies and -OH bonds are present in the samples. Theory suggests that in the anatase sample implanted with Mn(Fe), probes were located near equatorial vacancies as next-nearest-neighbours, whilst a metastable hydrogen configuration is responsible for the annealing behaviour. The obtained information provides a deep insight into elusive hydrogen defects and their thermal stability.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, anatase has attracted significant attention due to good performance for water splitting with high yields under ultraviolet exposure. High photocatalytic activity, in contrast to other TiO 2 polymorphs (rutile and brookite), is attributed to lofty carrier separation efficiency, mainly due to a different octahedral arrangement of TiO 6 1,2 . Furthermore, the material is abundant, stable and highly reactive [3] [4] [5] . Recently, the reduction of anatase in different atmospheres (e.g. hydrogen) has triggered numerous experiments towards its application (from hydrogen production to photocatalytic reduction).
The approach is based on the principle of introducing a plethora of defects, creating enough lattice disorder at the surface or near surface regions of TiO 2 (i.e. oxygen deficiency and hydrogen doping) [6] [7] [8] . During hydrogenation, atomic hydrogen impinges on the material surface and can get absorbed spontaneously into oxygen or titanium sites. Upon absorption it could diffuse within the sub-surface layers of TiO 2 and may lead to generation of oxygen vacancies via water desorption and hydrogen doping [9] [10] [11] . Such treatments have shown to remarkably intensify both visible and infrared absorption (IR), thereby increasing the yields of hydrogen production above most photocatalysts of this type. The structure of hydrogenated anatase is identified as consisting arXiv:2003.07600v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 17 Mar 2020 of a crystalline lattice core surrounded by an amorphous shell (such as Ti 4 O 7 ) containing the hydrogen dopant. The exposed layer is in order of 1-2 nm, although hydrogen easily diffuses into bulk 6, 7, 12 . Besides the intentional lattice dopant, hydrogen is well-known to be a common impurity in semiconductors with a prominent impact on electronic and optical properties. Theoretical investigations have shown that hydrogen in TiO 2 primarily tends to bond with oxygen and then acts as a donor or as an amphoteric defect 13, 14 .
Even though there is a lack of experimental data available on anatase doped with hydrogen, the results obtained on rutile vary remarkably. Recent studies on rutile have shown that the electron associated with a hydrogen centre is not delocalised (same as anatase) as one may assume for a shallow effective mass donor, but localised close to a Ti ion, as a polaron 15, 16 . There are few IR absorption studies on hydrogenated anatase which show that after hydrogenation several new lines become evident. This has been attributed to the stretch of local vibrational mode of -OH bonds 17, 18 .
The photocatalytic efficiency of TiO 2 -based materials is not only confined by the large band gap (3.2 keV for anatase), but also by the losses due to the defect-induced recombination 19 . On the contrary, when defects such as oxygen vacancies (V o ) or Ti 3+ are induced in small quantities, they affect the photocatalytic performance positively 12 . Therefore, it is of great importance to understand the role of defects and their interactions in hydrogenated TiO 2 .
In the present work, we report on studies of the defect and electronic structure of pristine and hydrogenated anatase TiO 2 thin films by means of 57 Fe emission Mössbauer spectroscopy (eMS) 20 following the implantation of 57 Mn (t 1/2 =1.5 min.) in a temperature range from ∼ 295 to 700 K. This method is one of the most powerful, which allows to precisely probe the local environment and detect subtle changes without its alteration. In addition, we complement the eMS studies with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), resistivity measurements, grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) and ab-initio density functional theory calculations within vasp and wien2k environments 21, 22 .
In order to develop a clear picture of hydrogen behaviour in thin films, two distinctively hydrogenated samples have been studied. The obtained results show that hydrogen has strong influence on the electronic structure (in comparison to pristine samples) and shows a behaviour depending on the hydrogenation degree. We could clearly observe two types of hydrogen present in the samples -interstitial and covalently bonded. Oxygen vacancies may potentially support hydrogen in the lattice up to high temperatures. Theory suggests that the defects interplay is more complex than previously expected.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Sample preparation
TiO 2 thin films were deposited onto Si and quartz substrates by radio frequency (RF) sputtering (LA 440S by VON ARDENNE) utilizing a ceramic TiO 2 target (99.9% FHR Anlagenbau, Germany). During the process, the sputtering power was maintained at 200 W and the Ar flux was fixed at 80 sccm. The thickness of thin films was measured with an ellipsometer (Sentech SE 801) and the crystal structure was determined by virtue of GIXRD. Prior to hydrogenation, the samples were annealed at 773 K for 3 hours to ensure their crystallization into anatase. Thereafter, the samples were treated in a chamber for plasma-enhanced hydrogenation treatment, where an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) instrument (Plasma Lab 100 ICP-CVD, Oxford Instruments) was used. The H 2 plasma treatment was performed for 30 minutes at two distinct temperatures: room (RT, 293 K) and 573 K, producing the TiO 2 :H-RT and TiO 2 :H-573 samples, respectively. The ICP power was held at 2000 W, the chamber pressure at 3.44-3.6 Pa, and the H 2 flow rate at 50 sccm.
B. Sample characterization
The samples were characterised by GIXRD, UV-Vis optical absorption, XPS and resistivity measurements, while information on the electronic structure during annealing was obtained from emission Mössbauer Spectroscopy experiments.
GIXRD patterns were recorded with a SIEMENS/BRUKER D5000 X-ray diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA, with the samples being scanned from 23 • to 80 • with a step size of 0.02 • . Optical absorption in the UV to visible wavelength range was measured using a UV-Vis spectrometer (Varian Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR). Room temperature (RT) resistivity measurements were conducted using a 10 V four-point probe setup (Jandel engineering) in linear Van der Pauw arrangement. XPS analysis was performed utilizing the normal emission utilizing monochromatic Al-Kα (hv = 1486.7 eV) radiation. Further details of the experimental setup are described in Ref. 23 . Core level spectra were measured at constant pass energy (13 eV) with a total energy resolution of 0.6 eV in absence of charge neutralization as well as a further binding energy correction. The correction of the binding energy was made with the C 1s peak, assigned with a binding energy of 285 eV. The accuracy for binding energy assignment is estimated to be ±0.2 eV. 57 Fe eMS measurements were carried out at the ISOLDE/ CERN facility 24, 25 , where the parent radioactive isotope was produced with 1.4 GeV proton induced fission in a heated UC 2 target and further elementselective laser ionization 26 . Following acceleration to 40 keV and magnetic mass separation, the 57 Mn ions were implanted into the polycrystalline anatase TiO 2 samples held at the implantation/measurement temperature ranging from 295 to 735 K within an implantation chamber. Measurements were performed with different temperature steps, in order to check a possible presence of other transformations. Samples were mounted with surface normal at 30 • relative to the beam direction. Emission Mössbauer spectra were recorded during the implantation using a resonance detector equipped with a 57 Fe enriched stainless steel electrode, mounted on a conventional drive system outside the implantation chamber at 60 • relative to the sample's normal.
In all cases, the samples were implanted with a total fluence (5-6 measurements per sample) below 3 × 10 12 57 Mn ions/cm 2 thus providing a truly dilute concentration. From SRIM calculations 27 , the ion range was estimated to be 22 nm, the maximum local concentration being ∼ 10 −3 at.%. Isomer shift (IS) values are given relative to α-Fe at RT.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. General characterization Fig. 1(a) shows the GIXRD patterns of the anatase thin films, as prepared (TiO 2 :as-prepared), after 3 hours of annealing at 773 K (TiO 2 : pristine) and the two hydrogen treated samples (TiO 2 : H-RT and TiO 2 : H-573K). The films were 100(7) nm thick. The results show that the as-prepared film is amorphous, which, after 773 K annealing, is crystallised into the single anatase phase, with the diffraction reflections corresponding close to expectations (PDF-89-4921). After hydrogenation, the diffraction peaks increased slightly in intensity and became more clear. Neither rutile phase nor TiH 2 is observed in the GIXRD patterns. After the hydrogenation, the samples changed their colour from white (pristine) to grey (TiO2:H-RT) and black (TiO2:H-573) reflecting changes in their optical and structural properties. Sun et al. 28 have reported that the amount of hydrogen stored in the TiO 2 crystals may be dependent on their facets, which in turn could also affect the colour changes (higher hydrogen concentration equals to darker colour). The amount of stored hydrogen was around 1.4 wt.% on the (101) surface (which is the most stable facet 29 ), whilst 1.0 wt.% was found on the (001) surface. These authors commented that hydrogen should occupy the interstitial sites in the titaniumoxygen octahedra 28 . The effects of hydrogenation on the UV-Vis absorption spectra of the films are presented in Fig. 1(b) . The impact of hydrogenation at both temperatures is visible. The optical response of hydrogenated TiO 2 shows a clear increase in the absorbance, which is the characteristic of the oxygen vacancy impact on the light absorption properties of TiO 2 30 . The TiO2:H-573 sample extends the absorption edge of TiO 2 in the UV-visible range with a small red shift. The band gap can be calculated using the Tauc model, where the band gap is dependent on equivalent absorption coefficient and the energy of photons 31 . From these calculations, the sample hydrogenated at room temperature exhibits decreased band gap by 0.04 eV, while the 573 K sample shows a reduced band gap by 0.13 eV. These changes are similar to the finding of previous works 32, 33 . Therefore, the UV-visible absorption spectra indicate the creation of oxygen vacancies in TiO 2 after hydrogenation.
Resistivity measurements show the gradual decrease of resistivity with the hydrogenation treatments. The pristine TiO 2 films showed a resistivity greater than 2 × 10 5 Ω·m, which is above the instrumentation limitation. However, the sample hydrogenated at RT shows a rapid decrease to 6.2 × 10 −6 Ω·m while the sample treated at 573 K shows a further decrease to 4.3 × 10 −6 Ω·m. This can be interpreted as the release of electrons trapped in V o or deficient Magnéli formations 34 . Therefore, in correlation with optical absorption results, the higher V o concentration, the greater the electron participation in conductivity 35 .
The near-/surface chemical bonding and electronic valence band positions of the TiO 2 films were investigated with XPS. Ti 2p and O 1s core level spectra were measured in order to evaluate the chemical states of Ti and O in TiO 2 . The spectra of Ti 2p for the TiO 2 film before and after hydrogenation under different conditions are shown in Figs. 2(a-c). For the pristine sample shown in Fig. 2(a) , only peaks due to Ti 4+ are observed at 458.9 eV (2p 3/2 ) and 464.6 eV (2p 1/2 ), which are well-known binding energies in pristine TiO 2 36 . The spectrum for the sample hydrogenated at RT depicted in Fig. 2 (b) shows evidence of reduction of Ti 4+ ions to Ti 3+ with two additional peaks centred at 457.9 eV (2p 3/2 ) and 463.1 eV (2p 1/2 ) attributed to Ti 3+ ions. Previous research did not always report the presence of Ti 3+ after such treatments, implying a high stability of Ti 4+ , which is against reduction to Ti 3+37 . As shown in Figs. 2(a-c), after the hydrogenation at RT and 573 K, the Ti 4+ (2p 3/2 ) peak moves to 459.5 eV and 458.7 eV, respectively in accordance with the previous results 38 . It has been reported B i n d i n g E n e r g y ( e V ) that under certain circumstances Ti 2+ states can be observed in black titania 39, 40 . By increasing temperature during the plasma treatment caused a Ti 2+ state to appear. This can be observed in Fig. 2 (c), the new peaks emerged at 454.9 eV (2p 3/2 ) and 460.8 eV (2p 1/2 ) after hydrogen treatment at 573 K, which correspond to Ti 2+ . Figs. 2(d-f) show the O 1s core level XPS spectra for the pristine and hydrogenated samples at RT and 573 K. The O 1s spectra of the pristine sample can be deconvoluted into two peaks at 530.2 eV and 532.1 eV. The first is ascribed to oxygen in Ti-O-Ti bonds and the second to oxygen in Ti-OH in accordance with earlier data 41, 42 . There is evidence of changes in peak fractions of these two peaks representing Ti-O and Ti-OH bonds, although binding energies remain almost the same before and after hydrogenation treatments. However, a small positive shift in the binding energies of Ti-O-Ti after RT hydrogenation (from 530.1 to 530.9 eV) resembles the behaviour of Ti 4+ (2p 3/2 ), where energies increased and returned after treatment at 573 K (from 458.9 eV to 459.5 eV). There is a third component on the surface, which has a binding energy of 533.5 eV and is assigned to O-C-O bond owing to unintentional carbon contamination during sample handling/plasma treatments.
In addition, there is a clear trend of an increasing Ti-OH fraction and its further dominance over Ti-O-Ti after hydrogenation at 573 K. A similar tendency was ob-served and reported in other hydrogenated TiO 2 6 , which suggested the creation of more -OH bonds at subsurface regions.
Hydrogenated thin films show no significant disorder as presented in Fig. 1 . Even though the same hydrogenation parameters on rutile samples were utilised for a longer time period a slightly amorphous phase of upper layers was detected by GIXRD. Based on the fact that there are no significant structural changes, and that the light absorption of the film after hydrogenation has been improved, we can deduce that the band gap narrowing took place with hydrogenation. Several suggestions on the origin of the band gap narrowing have been proposed. However, due to its complexity and mutual Ti interstitials and vacancies interplay, the reasons remain unclear 6, 32 . Ti defects alone might play a small role, therefore one may guess that the localised-states at 0.7-1.0 eV and 0.92-1.37 eV are induced by oxygen vacancies and Ti-H bonds respectively 30, 43 . Researchers observed that the high electroconductivity in TiO 2 is due to Ti 3+ and Ti 2+ states along with oxygen vacancies and this is in accordance with XPS results, which show increasing of Ti defects with temperature of hydrogenation treatment 44, 45 . However, such extreme changes in the electroconductivity have not been reported before. Typically, reduction from Ti 4+ to Ti 3+ originates from the surface and is always accompanied by a loss of oxygen.
With increasing time/temperature of hydrogenation treatments, hydrogen tends to increase its number of bonds with TiO 2 . This is demonstrated in the changes of the Ti-O-Ti/Ti-OH ratio with hydrogenation as shown in Figs. 2(a-c).
XPS results indicate the presence of both the Ti 2+ and Ti 3+ states, which are likely accompanied by V o defects in our TiO 2 films after hydrogenation treatment. We, therefore applied eMS to probe these defects and their temperature-dependent interactions in hydrogenated TiO 2 on the atomic scale. are δ RT = 0.8 ± 0.04 and ∆E Q = 1.98 ± 0.07 mm/s, respectively. It is straight forward to assign D0 to Fe ions at the substitutional sites in anatase 48 . The wings of the spectra show magnetic hyperfine splitting, similar to those observed previously in the eMS studies on rutile TiO 2 49 , which were attributed to high-spin Fe +3 showing spin-lattice relaxations on a comparable timescale as the lifetime of the 14.4 keV Mössbauer state of 57 Fe. This part of the spectra was analyzed with the semi-empirical Blume-Tjon-based model (BT1 and 2) 50 . Fig. 4(c) shows the relative area fractions of both Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ based on the simultaneous analysis of the spectra, while Figs. 4(a,b,d) concentrate on the hyperfine parameters of Fe 2+ . The derived results reveal two annealing stages: 1) between 300 K and 373 K and 2) from 373 to 623 K.
B. Emission Mössbauer Spectroscopy
During the first stage the majority of the Fe 3+ ions is transformed into Fe 2+ with increasing temperature and is clearly observable in Fig. 4(c) . The quadrupole splitting value of Fe 2+ shown in Fig. 4(b) shifts, and the isomer shift demonstrates an increase relative to the second order Doppler shift (SOD) trend (in Fig. 4(a) , shown as a solid line). The relative line broadening presented in Fig. 4(d) decreases, and the quadrupole splitting distribution becomes more symmetric, as observed through the coupling parameter δ 1 between the isomer shift and the quadrupole splitting (not shown). This annealing stage is very similar to the annealing stage reported for rutile TiO 2 49 around 330 K. At this temperature the Fe 2+ area fraction, isomer shift and quadrupole splitting increased, while the quadrupole splitting distribution became narrower. We attribute this stage to the mobility of Ti in-terstitials (Ti I ) and/or Ti vacancies (V T i ), leaving the probe atom in an environment with oxygen vacancies. Thus promoting the 2+ state over 3+ state. Gunnlaugsson et al. 49 interpreted the annealing effect in terms of Ti I , mostly because rutile tends to form these interstitials more easily than anatase 51 . Due to this reason, the absence of the sharp annealing stage here at 330 K (unlike in rutile) can be in general interpreted as less noticeable contribution of V T i and Ti I mutual annihilation 51 .
There is no evidence of the ∼ 550-600 K annealing stage reported in rutile TiO 2 49 , which the authors attributed to the dissociation of Mn-V o pairs within the 1.45 min half-life of 57 Mn. This suggests that Mn-V o pairs have higher dissociation energy in anatase, compared to rutile. Using the same method as in Ref. 49 , one finds a dissociation energy > 1.8 eV for Mn-V o pairs in anatase TiO 2 . Furthermore, the second annealing stage observed here with Fe 2+ (D0 component) dominating the spectra up to 650 K can be additionally supported by the fact that V o are easily formed in anatase, especially under ion radiation 51,52 . During the 57 Mn → 57 Fe β − decay, an average recoil energy of 40 eV is transferred to the 57 Fe atom that may lead to a relocation of atoms into interstitial sites. Nonetheless, results show no indication of a spectral component that could be interpreted as a result of interstitial Ti (a threshold displacement energy of Ti atoms is around 39(1) eV 53 ). If interstitial Fe are formed, this could indicate that they can find their regular lattice site in less than 100 ns or they possess too low Debye-Waller factor to be observed in eMS measurements. The isomer shift shown in Fig. 4(a) follows roughly the SOD at T> 370 K. The average quadrupole splitting in Fig. 4(b) shows a smooth dependency above 370 K, with a sudden increase from 300 to 370 K. This resembles the results observed in rutile, and is supposedly due to changes in the local environment 49 . Fig. 4(d) shows that the same trend with the width of the quadrupole splitting distribution, suggesting that Fe 2+ is not located at the amorphous environment in anatase. Only at higher doses of implantation (1×10 16 ions/cm 2 ), does the anatase become amorphous 54 . Fig. 5 shows a series of eMS spectra obtained on the TiO 2 :H-RT sample. There are two major differences in comparison with the spectra obtained on the pristine sample (see Fig. 3 ): 1) no Fe 3+ component is observed and 2) the spectra have additionally an apparent single line (SL) and a doublet (D1), which resembles D0 in pristine TiO 2 and assigned to a high spin Fe 2+ . While the absence of Fe 3+ can be explained by the doping effects of hydrogen, the presence of a single line in the eMS spectra from non-cubic structure of anatase at first glance represents an unexpected feature. The hyperfine parameters and relative area fractions of Fe 2+ determined from the simultaneous analysis of the spectra are presented in Figs. 6(a-c) . The derived isomer shift and quadrupole splitting for TiO 2 :H-RT obtained at RT for D1 are δ RT = 0.90 ± 0.04 and ∆E Q = 2.19 ± 0.06 mm/s, respectively. Apparently, these hyperfine parameters resemble those obtained in rutile.
The unknown SL has an isomer shift of δ RT = 0.72 ± 0.02 mm/s and demonstrates a temperature dependence. The isomer shift of D1 for the sample obtained after hydrogenation at RT depicted in Fig. 6(a) does not follow the SOD, and is characterised by δ RT = 0.90± 0.04 mm/s close to 300 K and by δ ∼ 0.4 mm/s close to 750 K. The δ RT is similar to the previously obtained D0 in the pris-tine sample shown in Fig 4. This could either suggest a change in the local environment or addition of another unresolved spectral component with a lower isomer shift. The quadrupole splitting ∆E Q of D1 is close to ∼ 2.2 mm/s, which is similar to the value obtained for D0 in the analysis of eMS spectra of the pristine sample above the 330 K annealing stage. For the pristine sample, the (extrapolated) quadrupole splitting of D0 is ∼ 1.8 mm/s at 700 K, while for D1 of the sample hydrogenated at RT, the value 1.2 mm/s is obtained. The presence of two unresolved quadrupole split components in Fig. 6(d) explains the broadening of the D1 component. At approximately 300 K, the spectra are dominated by a contribution similar to D0 of the pristine sample, while at 750 K it is also composed of another contribution that has lower isomer shift and quadrupole splitting. The addition of the two contributions would give a broader final component at elevated temperatures. This suggests a broad annealing stage centred around 500 K, coinciding with the peak in the SL area fraction as shown in Fig. 6(c) . Moreover, there is no 330 K annealing stage observed in the pristine sample. The sample hydrogenated at 573 K demonstrates a different temperature behaviour as depicted in Fig. 7 . There is no annealing stage visible in the pristine sample. However, the collapsing stage persists up to 650 K as can be seen in Fig. 8(c) . The isomer shift of D2 component shown in Fig. 8(a) has slightly higher values δ RT = 0.92 ± 0.03 mm/s near 300 K and at 700 K (if extrapolated) reaches δ ∼ 0.6 mm/s and seems to follow the SOD. The quadrupole splitting value is slightly lower at RT in comparison to TiO 2 :H-RT. Although if it is extrapolated up to 700 K, it appears to be in order of 1.7 mm/s, which is significantly larger than in the previous sample (see Figs. 8(b) and 6(b)). The influence of hydrogenation on the area fractions shows a steeper evolution of TiO 2 :H-573 K features, where the SL contributes only 11.2% of the spectral area (22.4% in the case of TiO 2 :H-RT) at RT. Here, the fractions (D1 and SL) almost reach a parity at 500 K. Afterwards, the SL decreases steadily which is different for the 573 K sample, where both components are stretched out for each other at 600 K. At this point we assume that the local atomic environment of D1 at RT is different to the one after the equivalent stage at 500 K (see Fig. 6 ). Although, Fe 2+ components seem to be similar in pristine and after hydrogenation near 300 K, the broadening of D2 component remains alike to TiO 2 :H-RT sample as is obvious in Fig 8(d) .
The hyperfine parameters change marginally after the hydrogenation treatment at 573 K. D2 component shows only a small growth of δ RT = 0.92 ± 0.03 and decrease of ∆E Q = 2.12 ± 0.05 mm/s. The increase of quadrupole splitting for the hydrogenated samples shows that the electric local environment around probes has become more asymmetrical. Additional V o and -OH bonds should increase the s-electron density at the nucleus resulting in changes of isomer shift, which is reasonable since both act as shallow donors in TiO 2 even when H is isolated 13, 14, 55 . The nature of the SL and absence of Fe 3+ requires more attention. To investigate this, one may need to study the local atomic environment further. At this point the results can be explained in terms of charge transfer. In the current system this transfer can be invoked by: 1) high amount of V o in the upper layers, that supports Fe 2+ state as well as the presence of Ti 2+ and Ti 3+ as detected by XPS measurements; 2) hydrogen bonds -OH; 3) both combined. Considering more than one degree of freedom, the annealing behavior of the treated samples could be slightly ambiguous. As V o undergo changes at low temperatures (at 360 K), we focus our understanding on point 2) hydrogen bonds -OH. On the grounds of a few experimental studies on metal oxides, the hydrogen impurities are expected to be in several forms 56, 57 . By and large, it is energetically favorable for hydrogen to occupy two states in bulk with different mobilities (i.e. activation energy). One form has a covalent bond to an oxygen atom (H • C , placed perpendicular to c-axis), while the other behaves as a deep metastable interstitial (H • I ) or/and bound weakly via longer bonds to more than one neighboring oxygen atom 58 . According to previous studies, the charge state of H • I remains to be unknown, but often assumed to be positive 59 . Results of another metal oxide WO 3 have shown that upon annealing hydrogen, which is weakly bound (or free), can leave as H 2 , whereas -OH leaves in form of water 57 . The lower the concentration of hydrogen is, the higher is the energy needed (the jumping frequency lowers). Recent IR absorption study on anatase has revealed that the barrier energy for hydrogen motion is beyond 0.9 eV, which is two times higher than that for rutile (0.53 eV) 60 . Thus, hydrogen in rutile cannot be accumulated in high quantities. Therefore it is likely stabilised by nearest defects. Bearing this in mind, it can be assumed that in the current case a possible synergistic configuration of higher amount of hydrogen and vacancies is responsible for the observed annealing behavior.
Due to the low activation energy, H • I can already start to slowly diffuse out at RT. If the latter does not develop that swiftly, a hopping of hydrogen among equivalent oxygen neighbors could occur with high rates. A proton can be located vibrating near an oxygen atom, then it jumps over the shortest bond lengths (smaller activation energy) to another oxygen and hops backwards to finalise the vibration near another oxygen 61 . Our results show that implanted 57 Fe ions replace Ti ions in the lattice, where the hydrogen hopping to various oxygen atoms happens to be in vicinity of the probe. Thus affecting the electric-field gradient direction rapidly, on the time-scale of the 14.4 keV lifetime of 57 Fe Mössbauer state. This can result in the occurrence of SL, which by all means is not a natural state in the tetragonal structure and can only be caused by dynamic processes. Similar tendency of H, for instance, was observed in SiO 2 61 .
With increasing temperature, more atoms participate in the motion, which could result in the formation of an identical defect occupying a different lattice position (i.e diffusion of the species). Nonetheless, if the activation energy is not sufficient for breaking up a chemical bond, it may lead to a transition (or reorientation) between equivalent positions in the lattice 62 . For these reasons, one may need to consider that unbound-hydrogen has a significant impact on the electric field distribution around the probes. Studies performed by Lavrov et al. 17 have shown that anatase (TiO 2 ) doped with hydrogen is unstable against annealing at temperatures above 570 K.
Combining stepping annealing and XPS analysis alongside with nuclear reaction analysis studies have shown that in rutile (TiO 2 ) hydrogen remains in the lattice up to 600 K, after which it depletes steeply 63 . Therefore, one may conclude that hydrogen movement in anatase consists primarily of two steps, with the second step superimposing on the first at higher temperatures. Firstly, H • I , which has a lower motion threshold, changes its orientation or moves throughout equivalent positions. This assertion can be justified by the eMS results in terms of the SL alteration with temperature. The eMS spectra obtained for the TiO 2 :H-RT sample shows no temperature dependence up to 350-400 K, whereas from ≈ 440 K a "jumping" of hydrogen throughout equivalent positions occurs. Secondly, when the activation energy is high enough the H • C covalent bonds dissociation is triggered. As the speed of desorption is always dependent on the concentration gradient, the recovery of area fractions begins when most of the hydrogen is depleted from upper layers, thus explaining the "de-collapsing" of SL after ≈ 620 K.
The sample treated at 573 K exhibits a more perplexed scenario. Generally, it is similar to TiO 2 :H-RT, however the collapsing stage is evident throughout the high temperature ranges. The phenomena could be explained in terms of "hydrogen traps". These traps are commonly formed when samples under study are with bulk defects, which in turn could be formed on a basis of V o agglomeration. Once these bulk defects are formed they prevent hydrogen atoms from swift diffusion and consequently from the early desorption 63, 64 .
Besides, another scenario of two hydrogen interstitials forming a single H 2 , can remain in the lattice under certain circumstances up to 973 K 65 . The gradual decrease in quadrupole splitting indicates a slow but steady recovery of defects. In this case, it is fair to expect the thermally-activated surface to bulk diffusion of Ti 3+ interstitials 66 .
C. Ab-initio calculations
To our knowledge, there have been solely few attempts to perform density functional theory (DFT) calculations on anatase doped with Fe, and only one study on changes in the electric field gradient (EFG) upon doping complemented with transmission Mössbauer measurements. For the comparison with calculations, only samples doped with relatively high amount of 57 Fe (2.8 and 5.4%) were used, calculations performed with one Fe atom in the supercell could miss out possible lattice distortions 67 . This mismatch between theoretical approximations and experiments may cause a shift in the EFG that in fact could explain a typical 10-15% divergence of the experimental data from calculated results. Likewise, our experimental data does not match well with the early published results by Rodríguez et al. 67 (FLAPW with LSDA and GGA was used). Therefore it was necessary to perform our own calculations to check if a closer match to our experimental results can be obtained.
To simulate isolated impurities various approaches have been employed. Since our samples were implanted with dilute (ppm) amount of impurities, a 2 × 2 × 1 supercell (SC) was utilised, taking into account that impurities did not interact with each other and structural relaxations were not affected. A tetragonal unit cell was featured with a = b = 3.806Å and c = 9.724Å constants taken from a 15 K neutron powder diffraction study 68 . In the current situation it is important to predict and describe the charge state, structural, electronic, and hyperfine features of the impurity-host system. For that, calculations featuring various scenarios such as Fe being at a cationic site while surrounded with H, multiple configurations of equatorial/apical V o around the Fe impurity and with added electrons we performed.
The ab-initio calculations were carried out employing the projector-augmented-waves (PAW) method implemented in the vasp environment. The theoretical PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional with 3 × 3 × 3 k -points grids were used. Following our strategy a SC with a = b = 7.612Å and c = 9.724Å was constructed. For several cases the lattice parameters were optimised and only small differences were discovered in the results which are not presented here. In order to check the results we simultaneously calculated parameters for Fe:Ti and Fe:Ti(1ē) with an additional electron by means of wien2k (17.1), using the accurate (linearised) augmented plane wave plus the local orbitals ((L)APW+lo) method. The basis-set-size was defined by K max = 6/1.58 = 3.8 a.u. −1 , and a 5 × 5 × 3 k -points mesh. Besides, two more possible sources of error were tested: the size of the supercell, and the use of the DFT+U approach to describe the delectrons of Fe and Ti. The quadrupole splitting (QS) values was calculated based on ∆E Q = 6|A Q | 1 + η 2 /3 where the quadrupole coupling constant is given as follows: A Q = (ecQV zz )/[4I e (2I e − 1)E 0 ] with asymmetry parameter η = (V xx − V yy )/V zz . The nuclear electric quadrupole moment, Q, represents the first excited state of 57 Fe, e is the elementary charge and V zz is the EFG along the major axis (provides information on the symmetry of the electric field charge distribution) 69 .
Since eMS experiments were carried out with 57 Mn/Fe it was straight forward to consider the Fe:Ti configuration as the starting point. For this reason, a case where a Ti atom was substituted by Fe, and additionally Fe:Ti(1ē) (checked with vasp & wien2k) was reconstructed first. Secondly, Fe:Ti with either equatorial or apical V o (Figs. 9(a-b) The performed calculations show that after relaxation, local distortions affecting Fe:Ti bond lengths are anisotropic and higher than what have been observed with calculations performed by Rodríguez-Torres et al. 67 , however slightly lower (1.94Å) than the previously published XAFS data (Fe:Ti) (1.97Å) 71 . The difference in bond lengths could be related to the displacement which is symmetric in the PBE approximation. Furthermore, results for the calculated hyperfine parameters differ from ones obtained experimentally, similarly as in the previous study. On the basis of these calculations one may ponder that a combined configuration of Fe:Ti+OH#2 with Fe:Ti+V o could result in close match with experimental data. In a charged supercell, the IS of a doublet likely remains within the range of Fe 3+ . The trace of hydrogen breaks the symmetry of the EFG near the probe. Including V o alongside Fe doping in the calculation demonstrates that neither the high energetic stability nor results are close to the experimental data. Compared with the previous observation 67 , the current experimental results are in better agreement with our calculated results of Fe-O next-nearest-neighbor locations and QS match relatively close (1.77 with 1.98 mm/s, respectively) and the deviations are in order of 10-12%. Moreover, the performed calculations are done at 0 K and if there is a low crystal field splitting near the probe then average values of the QS are used. Generally, for Fe 2+ there is always an additional electron in the system, which bears an extra part to the EFG and can jump between orbitals that likely cancels out the QS which is evident in eMS results shown in Figs. 6 and 8. Hence, V o induce Fe 2+ with reasonable QS values, while in the case of -OH configurations they are characterised with lower QS numbers, and likely are responsible for the SL.
At this end, one may assume that the high experimental values of QS obtained in the current work and in rutile 49 are due to the rich amount of V o and V T i present in the samples, for neither the experimental results from the previous work nor the current work match precisely with the calculations. The empirical model applied for Fe 2+ seem to match closely the results obtained in the current study in comparison to the results of DFT calculations for IS (not presented here). However, a deviation in the order of ±0.11 mm/s is observed for a pristine configuration Fe:Ti.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To summarise, hydrogenated anatase films show the presence of surface-bulk defects such as Ti-OH and V o , which have a positive impact on light absorption and conductivity. 57 Fe emission Mössbauer spectroscopy following implantation of 57 Mn (t 1/2 = 1.5 min) to a maximum local concentration of 10 −3 at.% into pristine anatase films at various temperatures reveals two distinct annealing stages from RT up to 373 K and to 623 K. The first stage occurs due to a movement of vacancies and leave the probes in highly disturbed local atomic environment. The second stage is induced by mutual annihilation of V T i and Ti I . Pristine sample demonstrates a slow spin lattice relaxation of Fe 3+ . The hydrogenated samples show a different behaviour depending on a degree of hydrogenation. In both cases there is no sign of Fe 3+ which is due to hydrogen being a shallow donor. Specifically, for the sample treated at RT, the interstitial hydrogen (with a small activation energy) starts hopping throughout equivalent positions around the probes even at RT. With increasing temperature, there is a breakdown of the -OH bond and with further increasing temperature brings the additional amount of hydrogen into play. The latter manifests in eMS as the collapsing of a doublet into a broad single line. Nonetheless, for the sample treated at 573 K, these two annealing stages overlap each other due to the bulk hydrogen traps. This is manifested as the collapsed eMS spectra at high temperatures, because H 2 could be trapped in bulk defects up to elevated temperatures. Ab-initio studies suggest that the observed eMS results are most likely related to a vacancy configuration near the probe (Fe:Ti+V o eq.nnn. ). Regarding the hydrogenated anatase, additional ab-initio studies are needed in order to reconstruct which position (hydrogen configuration) in the lattice could yield the EFG values close to the experimental results. Nevertheless, based on the current data one may presume that Fe:Ti+OH#1 m. has the biggest influence on the EFG of SL.
